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Popular entertainer,Lena Horne,
takes time from her active show
business career to have a health
checkup regularly. She urges
men and women everywhere to
give to the American Cancer
Society and heed their 1969
Crusade slogan: Help yourself
with a checkup. And others with
a check.

tar of NBC's "Tonight" show,
)pnny Carson, urges everyone
> join the fight against cancer
ith a generous check to the
.merican Cancer Society. "Every
ttle bit helps," says the top
a ted late-night entertainer,
but a big bit helps more!"

"When you give to the Ameri
can Cancer Society," says film
star Paul Newman, "you are
making an investment that pays
off in the saving of human lives."
The Society's annual educational
and fund-raising Crusade begins
April 1st.
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A reorganization of the Claims Division will
be effected in the near future with the transfer
on May 2 of Medicare B to a downtown Jack
sonville location, it was announced by Vice
President of Claims, J. D. Lewis.
Approximately a year ago, a much smaller
contingent of Medicare B moved from downtown
to our newly completed l 0-st·ory headquarters
building on Riverside Avenue. Since then, it has
grown by leaps and bounds.

I

Hospital
Claims
I

NEW AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY EVIDENT
IN THE RESTRUCTURE:
l. the HOSPITAL claims ( Blue Cross) de
partmen
· ts will remain on the 7th floor
under t·he direction of Mr. P. R. Meyers,
presently located on the 4th floor over
Medicare A. ( Part A also under the direc
tion of Mr. Meyers will remain on the
4th.)
2. the PHYSICIAN and other nort-hospital
claims ( Blue Shield) departments now on
the 7th floor will move to the· 5th floor
under Mary Lee Butler's supervision.
Extremely crowded conditions now existing on
the 2nd and 7th floors will be relieved by per
sonnel moves to the 3rd and 5th floors which
will be vacant when Medicare B moves.
Now under Medicare B Manager N. E. Op
linger, the physician claims portion of Medi
care has out·grown its 20,000 sq. ft. of floor
space and will occupy six leased floors of the
Universal Marion Building downtown, giving
them triple working area. In addition to those
employees directly involved with Part B, some
Mail Room, Stock Room and Personnel em
ployees will be transferred also.
These new changes will take time to ac
complish and will require everyone's coopera
tion. However, looking ahead, Mr. Lewis ex
plains that today's planning, with an eye
directly on future expansion, will put Blue Cross
and Bfoe Shield in a better position to cope with
ever increasing medical programs and insurance
benefits, additional job responsibilities and per
sonnel growth anticipat·ed in the not too distant
future.

P.R.Meyers

Part A
Assistant Mgr.
CLARA ROSE

In-Patient

--8
Admissions

---G

FRESH AIR TAXI
PATROLS PARKING LOTS

Making his rounds of the Blue Cross and Blue
employees parking lots is Security Guard J. D. Bm
the left. Standing along side the "fresh air taxi," ,
Bosler calls it, is Captain John Parker .
The "taxi" is in actuality a white golf cart purcha:
Laughren Security Guard for their guards' use in pat
the several employee parking lots on May Street and
Riverside Avenue. Since there is only one guard wh
tinely patrols all of our lots, which takes a great d
time, the new cart enables him to make his rounds
faster and thus check on more cars more often. 1
750 cars are now using our lots.
This shot was taken in our newest parking lot or
Street, bounded by Rosselle and Oak Streets, with the
quarters building in the background.

lhe Tragic Story of CANCER

STRUCTURED FOR FUTURE EXPANSION
Vice-President
Claims Division

The Traitor Within

In spite of all that is being done to combat cancer, this disease is becoming a
bigger problem every year. In 1900, the average person could expect to live to be
49 years old. TB was the leading cause of death. Heart disease was #3 and cancer
was #7.
Now that the average infant at birth can expect to live to· the ripe old age of 70,
heart disease has moved up to the leading cause of death and cancer is second. It
has been second in Florida for 25 years.

Audrey Pendley
Admin. Asst.

Helen Pollock
Admin. Asst.

FLORIDA'S TUMOR CLINICS
Over 11,100 persons died of cancer in Florida in 1967. Many thousands of
patients were seen in Florida's tumor clinics-a system developed over the years
to provide cancer patients of the state with the best cancer diagnosis and treatment
available.
The 26 tumor clinics are located in 19 counties which have 83 per cent of Florida's
population. The hospitals in which the clinics are located have over 9900 beds or
about 37 per cent of the total bed capacity of Florida's hospitals. In 1967, there were
33,050 tumor patient visits to these clinics. These diagnostic and treatment facilities
are open to the patients of private physicians for consultation, as well as to the
medically indigent cancer patient.
When a private physician or county health officer is suspicious of a cancerous
condition in a patient, he can refer the patient to a tumor clinic for diagnosis and
treatment. The treatment received by the patient is related to the facilities of the
hospital. Some hospitals are not equipped to give some treatments, such as cobalt
therapy, and the patient is then referred to a larger clinic.
The State Board of Health provides consultative services to these clinics in ad
ministrative procedures, registry and any other non-medical problems which may
arise. Frequently the State Board of Health and the American Cancer Society work
side by side to support· the cancer programs in authorized clinics. The Board also
furnishes the tumor clinics with supplies for the registry and limited diagnostic
money to cover such costs as X-rays and laboratory work for patients. The State
Board of Health, through the County Health Departments, also provides about half
of the ancillary staff members, such as secretaries and clerks.
The medical profession of the community provides the diagnostic services and
treatment-many times without compensation. Sometimes the physicians receive
reimbursements when the patients are under Medicare or Public Assistance Recipient
Program.
The hospitals provide the facilities for the tumor ciinics and absorb much of the
expenses above what they receive under the indigent programs or Medicare.

,s from "THE TRAGIC STORY OF CANCER" have been reprinted from
Heolth Notes, February, 1969, with permission from the Florida State
,j Health, Jacksonville, Florida.

PREVENTION IS THE BEST CURE
Cancer creates family, economic, physical, social and
psychological difficulties which may drag on for years.
The emotional strain of cancer is exhausting.
But cancer need not prove fatal. It has proven increas
ingly curable - if it is found at the beginning. Public
health workers are encouraged that, as a result of wide
spread educational campaigns and emphasis on periodic
physical examinations, there appears to be a larger ratio
of five-year survivals. Since 1956 the ratio has been 1 in 3.
The number of survivals is yet far less than it could be
if more cancer were diagnosed early and properly treated.
There are now l½ million Americans alive today who have
been cured of cancer; that is, they are without evidence of
the disease at least 5 years after diagnosis and treatment.
According to the State Board of Health's February report
just released, malignant neoplasm (cancer) caused 11,933
deaths in Florida last year. Don't be a statistic because
you waited too late.

J. D. Lewis
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HELPS US MEET FUTURE HEALTH CARE NEEDS

____,'

"""'
Meeting the needs of tomorrow's subscriber must be ac
complished through systematic planning today. With this
in mind, 41 chief executives and corporate planners from
21 Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans across the country
recently met for two days in Jacksonville to exchange ideas
on what they are doing in the field of planning.
Jim Hughes, Manager of the Planning Department at
Florida Blue Cross and Blue Shield, said the meeting pro
vided the participants with a look at the planning processes
and a sharing of techniques Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Plans are using for maping out programs and projects.
Hughes said planning will enable Blue Cross and Blue
Shield to ... "anticipate the needs of the people and meet

these needs at the time and place required."
Planning has a secondary advantage, Hughes said, in
that "through planning we can continue to provide fast,
efficient claims p,qments in the future and, hopefully, even
improve on their administration by anticipating the prob
lems growth will cause us."
The Planning Seminar heard detailed presentations on
what four Plans have implemented in the way of corporate
planning systems. These presentations served as a spring
board for discussions on the need Blue Cross and Blue
Shield have to plan together effectively as individual Plans
and as a system of Plans. They also explored ways to
achieve the necessary coordination of national planning.

MAKING THE MOST OF MEETINGS

How many times have we endeavored to call or see some
one only to be told that they are not available because they
"are in a meeting."
There are all kinds of meetings, but a field sales manager
for a Wisconsin leather products firm has come up with his
own appropriate description of a meeting, published last
spring in the 3M magazine "More Effective Meetings."
According to this particular manager, a meeting is held
for "opening communication lines to determine where you
have been, where you are, where you are going, and how
you are going to get there."

4

Blue Cross & Blue Shield have quite a system.
Automated claims processing. Nobody slows
up the process. Not the employee or employer.
All stages of claims handling are automatically
performed and controlled by computers.
All anyone ever needs is a membership card
to present when leaving the hospital. Blue Cross
& Blue Shield automation takes it from. there.
Members and their companies have no claim·
forms to fill out. No correspondence to write.
No phone calls to make. No waiting to be
reimbursed for bills paid. Automation saves
everyone time, work and money.

In Florida, over 6,000 companies have Blue
Cross & Blue Shield. Members go back to work
ready to tackle their jobs-not stacks of claim
forms. The logic is sound. If you pay for a
health care plan, you shouldn't do the
paperwork.Otherwise you're paying a hidden
cost.
Apply automation to your health care plan.
Prepaid Blue Cross for paying most hospital
services. And prepaid Blue Shield for paying
most doctor bills. Directly, economically
and automatically.
May we-and our computers-serve you?

CALL 791-6111 • 532 RIVERSIDE AVENUE-JACKSONVILLE

BLUE CROSS

®

fl V BLUE SHIELD

®

No other plan does so much for so many for so little.
®Registered service marks of the American Hospital Association

'.e''Registered service marks of the National Association of Blue Shield Plans

This ad, based on the "Automation" theme, is the first of o half dozen produced as port of the "Decision-Make
vertising campaign which will appear in newspapers, and national and local magazines. This first ad appeared in t
other "automation" ads will run through December.
Color advertisements will appear in TIME, NEWSWEEK, FLORIDA TREND, THE MIAMIAN and JACKSON
MAGAZINE. Black and white, four-column, 10 inch ads will appear in newspapers in several Florida cites on the
cial pages.
All advertisements ore beamed at the "decision-maker" of various companies, who makes the final decision
which insurance carrier will provide coverage for his company's employees.

At Annual Medical Assistants' Meetings

BLUE SHIELD HELPS PHYSICIANS HELP SUBSCRIBERS

H. A. Schroder

J. W. Herbert

C.H. Meyer

Blue Cross and Blue Shield company executives have recently been in the Jacksonville news spotlight.
Schroder hos been named a director of the Florida Notional Bonk, downtown Jacksonville, and the bank branch at
ore. J. W. Herbert hos been named a director of the Southside Atlantic Bonk, and C. H. Meyer hos been elect
�e board of directors of the First Bank and Trust Company of Jacksonville.

�W FACES SEEN IN CLAIMS

CALL McCALL ...
• • • is a familiar term in radio advertising around Jackson
ville, but in this particular case, this is a suggestion to third
floor employees to call Pat McCall. She's the new repre
sentative for this floor and any co-workers in her area should
contact Pat if they have any news items for PROFILE.
Pictured here, Pat is answering correspondence to Con
gressmen and the Bureau of Health Insurance in Atlanta.
However, Pat has recently been promoted to Section Leader,
Medicare B Correspondence Department under Gla<lys
Roney.
Foley, left, and Jack Selzer examine a form used
their orientation in the Claims Division. Bill was
ed in February following four years in the Navy
Lr years at Wisconsin State University in Eau Claire.
for 10 months spent in Cuba, most of Bill's Navy
as in Jacksonville. He holds a B.S. degree in Biology
Le University.
spent his first day with the company on March 3
!rving three years in the Navy as a Lt. j .g. He made
:ips to Europe during that time and spent the balance
tour here in Jacksonville. He attended Notre Dame
sity for three years and graduated from Rockhurst
sas City.

FOTRNBRESEGDOHEAMA
RSUVWLSUWAMORUMONR
BSPNZUSGHRYPYNANGE
HUAMWEUENSSORCEULB
RLTNOSDNANETLPYQTY
E D M OD H
· VEYO X YRQUSOI
RJCISINWNIHIJURBMY
EVCANEHHUCNCZUDFME
PIAVCLIISGBKHIAIIL
PGLNEDSTLTNEEVILET
I KLSCMCEDLLAKBEGCU
ZREWORTTIZYRNEHSUE
ALFLORIDABAMFELLRL
H LPPAIGHBEEINIRERO
TJACKIECOLEMANYOYR
R ITLHVCHRUOZPCPNHA
A TEGAYLEOGLETREENC
MHYDMSZSSNESPZATYE

A hand goes up at the question and answer session. Presiding is Julian McKenzie, Physician Relations Representative
(standing), assisted by Jim Doyle, Medicare B Production and Quality Control Coordinator.

One of the most important contributions Physician Rela
tions Representatives make toward efficient claims service
for the subscriber is providing a program of information to
physicians and their medical assistants.
Throughout March the Physician Relations Department
was busy meeting with medical assistants throughout the
state. These meetings are held annually to provide the
physician's oHic:e staff with a thorough understanding of
what a subscriber is entitled to when lie is treated by a
physician. The sessions covered Medicare as well as Blue
Shield matters.
Some 1,200 medical assistants altended the 23 meetings

around the state, ac:cording to George Lewis, Manager of
the Physician Relations Department.
The Physician Relations Department works closely, year
round, with physicians to provide them with an understand
ing of Blue Shield policies and to provide Blue Shield with
an understanding of the physicians' policies. The Physician
Relations Department also assists medical assistants ,vith
claims matters.
All of these Blue Shield activities with the physicians and
their medical assistants provide the subscriber with the
best possible service when he enters a doctor's office and
presents his Blue Shield Identification Card.

5

HOSPITAL EXECUTIVES
VISIT HEADQUARTERS

A "get acquainted" meeting for executives from the
Palms of Pasadena Hospital, St. Petersburg, was held on
March 13 by the Cost Reimbursement Department.
Meeting in the Agency Building in J acksonvi Ile were,
around the table left to right : Jim Hornsby, Manager of
Cost Reimbursement ; George Bryan, Administrator ; Don

Insurance l:Ompanies paid out $3.3 billion in health insurance
benefits duri n g the first half of 1968, according to the Health Insur
ance Institute. Thi s s i x-month figure was the most money ever
provided in benefits during a half-year period and represen ted a
9.4% increase over the $3 billion in benefits paid out during the
first six months of 1967.
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THREE TAKE MEDITERRAN EA I
CRU ISE, COU RTESY OF NAVY

BLUE
CROSS
and
BLUE
SHIELD
WORD
GAME

�;TAl

Left to r i g h t : Lorry Shepard, Bob Bowles, a nd Dou g Noyl

Wallace, Controller ; Ronald Weinberg, Executive Vice Pres
ident ; and Jerry White, Special Assistant to Mr. Hornsby.
The three visitors met with our personnel to "get squared
away for the immediate future in order to establish com
munications between their institution and our company,"
explained Mr. Hornsby.

Let's see how good you are at puzzles. In the box below
are the names of all the PROFILE reporters, editor and
photographer. Also the words "Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida, Inc." are included, but in separate lines. Some
names are diagonal, written backwards or up and down
but every one is there.

By the year 2000 computers will be assuming many of the doctor's
functions, says Walter C. Bornemeier, M.D., senior at tending surgeon
at Illinois Masonic Hospital and speaker of the House of Delegates
of The American Medical Association.
"Computers will be used for diagnostic purposes as well as col
lecting data," Dr. Bornemeier said. He also predi cted that cancer
will b e curable, probably from knowledge gained from the "rejec
tion" process i n heart transplants.

Henry Zittrower
Gayle Ogletree
Dave Hazlehurst
Pat McCall
Sandi Hill
Martha Zipperer
Tommie Curry

(Blue Cross Digest, Februa-ry 20, 1969)

(Blue Cross Digest, February 14, 1969)

Accidents claimed an estimated 1 14,000 lives during 1 968, an increase of 2,000 from the previous year, according to t he Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company. A rise in motor vehicle deaths accounted
for the increase, although vehicle deaths did not increase as rapidly
as the volume of travel.
The n umber of job-related fatal i ties was virtually the same as in
1 967-14,500. Public fatal accidents, other than auto, claimed
20,000 lives, and accidents in the home claimed 28,500, about the
same as i n 1 967.

(Blue Cross Digest, February 1 1 , 1969)
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Trevi Founta in in Rome. Bob Bowles on right.

"The rain in Spain falls mainly on the plain," it :
the musical production of "My Fair Lady." Indeed i
and especially in Rota, Spain, according to three em]
who were there for two weeks during a Mediter
cruise, courtesy of the Naval Air Reserve.
Doug Naylor and Larry Shepard ( Computer Opera
and Bob Bowles ( Physician Relations ) flew out of J:
ville on February 17, and after an overniglit stop
Azores, continued on to Rota. This city is located
Atlantic side of Spain between Portugal and Gi
where they spent most of their two weeks. Howe,
leave Bob visited Rome, Naples, Sicily and Pompe
Doug and Larry flew to Copenhagen.
Some of the sights visited by Bob were the Cole
the Forum, the Seven Hills of Rome, St. Peter's a
ancient city of Pompeii which was covered by the e1
of Mt. Vesuvius in 79AD and has been undergoin�
vation for the past 150 years.
Doug and Larry agree that "Copenhagen is quit
but very clean, with snow everywhere." They adde
were surprised at the number of places in the city
stayed open till 5 :00 a.m., the extreme friendliness
people and that most of them spoke · English.

HOW & WHY ARE CREDIT UNION
DIVIDENDS DETERMI NED?
!])@[1(1£ � i

hif1 and piece,
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>UTER OPERATIONS - Larry Fowler has a

;irl to go with another daughter and son. Leslie Ray
,rn on March 2, weighing 4 lb., 12 oz. Larry and his
rere given a silver spoon with the baby's birthday
ed on it, a standard practice for this department.
:;UTIVE - Alice Johns is the new secretary to Legal
�1 John Slye. Alice came to the company as a DCT
t in 1967 and has worked for Mel Snead, Julian Mc
,, Bill Hubbard and Fred Buttner prior to her pro
t • • • • Public Relations Manager Dave Mancini also
new secretary Diane Smith, a native New Yorker.
m Associate Arts degree from Monmouth College in
Diane has an advertising background with J. Walter
>son and Gilbert Advertising, both in New York City,
1ost recently was employed by Cook Advertising in
nville.
;ACOLA - Bert and Bobbie Bevis and Allen and
Burleson attended the "Annual Boss of the Year"
�t sponsored by the Insurance Women of Pensacola
)ruary 21 . Mr. Bevis was announced as "The Boss
Blue Cross" . . . Sammie Glass became Mrs. Eddie
s on February 15 . . . Helen Clements became a
1y" for the third time.
RITT ISLAND (COCOA) - Neil Yoder really
to enjoy an early cup of coffee at the office each
1g since the arrival of his son, Todd. Could be baby
rather have dad's attention at 2 : 00 a.m. According
1y Todd's mother, his hobby is eating !
lL GABLES - Fourteen of the girls are looking
·d to attending a dinner and theater party at the Coco
·ove Playhouse on April 25 to see "Mame" . . . Jose
tker and Doris Dyer visited Jacksonville the second
)f March.

NEW BRIDES

ttevieve Campbell ( Coral Gables) writes that
[)ne in their office dropped "the pill" into their
� machine and it stopped reproducing !

"The Theory of Credit Un ion Dividends :

,,,.

Policy Number Five, adopted by the Credit Union National Association in May, 1953, reads as follows :
'We recommend to all credit unions that they pay
dividends in conformity with current rates· of inter
est on similar types of savings.'

Nancy B remer, Medicare B Telephone WATS, was married on Feb
ruary 22 to Thoma s Pierce, Jr.

AT'S COOKI NG AT
E CROSS and BLUE SHIELD?

1 cup of good thoughts
1 cup of kind deeds
1 cup of consideration for others
2 cups of sacrifice
2 cups of well-beaten faults
3 cups of forgiveness
thoroughly. Add tears of joy, sorrow and sympathy.
· with love and kindly service. Fold in 4 cups of
· and faith. Blend well. Fold into daily life. Bake
rith the warmth of human kindness and serve with a
anytime. I t will satisfy the hunger of starved souls.

A dividend of 5 ½ 1/o was paid to all Blue Cross Em
ployees Credit Union savers during the month of January .
Mr. N. G. Johnson, president of this Credit Union, has sub
mitted the following information from the Credit Union
Directors Manual pertinent to the payment of dividends and
why the adherence to this particular policy.

j

C indy Frazier, Medicare Part B Cla ims Examin ing, became the bride
of Moses Thom pson , Jr. on February 22.

BOWLE R BAR N ES TO PS
H I GH SE R I ES

Joanne Barnes, pictured in last month's PROFILE receiv
ing her 200 game pin with games of 205 and 219, bowled
another 200 + game on February 24, this time a 210 to go
along with games of 1 70 and 192. This gives her the league
high three-game series of 572, breaking her previous high
series of 541 .
Joanne bowls in the Blue Cross & Blue Shield ladies
league on Monday night at Classic Lanes.

WHY THIS POLI CY ?
1. A credit union is defined as a cooperative association
in both State and Federal laws.
2. The first principle of a cooperative association is that
it shall operate on a non-profit basis, for the purpose
of rendering a service to its members at cost.
3. The second principle of a cooperative association is
that it shall do business with its members at prices
which are reasonably competitive in the community.
4. The 'dividends' of a credit union are not considered
a division of profits, but merely interest paid on the
savings accounts of its members, and thus only a part
of its operating costs. There is no good reason why
a credit union should pay more interest on savings,
and thus incur higher operating costs, than other sav
ings institutions in the community today.
5. Any excess income of a cooperative, after necessary
costs of operation have been met and reserves set
aside, is returned to the members who created it, in
proportion to their participation, in the form of a
patronage refund. In a credit union this is the inter
est refund."

MAGAZINE SAYS
BLUE CROSS IS BEST BET
"Blue Cross is the safest bet" in health insurance today,
the February, 1969, issue of "Pageant" reports.
The arLicle says "operated on a nonprofit basis, Blue
Cross . . . pays out 95 cents on each dollar collected. Fur
thermore, Blue Cross is a good buy because in most areas
it pays the actual cost of hospitalization."
The article says that because medical care is so "complex
and expensive . . . everyone must regard health insurance
as an absolutely essential part of his life." It cites Blue
Cross rates and benefits in Fort Lauderdale, Baltimore,
Pittsburgh, Chicago, San Francisco and D enver and says
"Some Plans are cheaper, some are more comprehensive,
but all are better than the health policies a private insur
ance agent can sell you, even though his may look better."

irn���

REPAIR ESTIMATES
When you order a specific repair job, the workman's
estimate of the cost is not a CONTRACT. Your TV man

tells you he can fix your set for about $45.00. When he
RETURNS it, the charge is $95.00 - more labor and more
parts than he ANTICIPATED. Unless you can PROVE the
bill itself was UNREASON ABLE, or that he promised to
call you before doing more work than expected, most courts
would RULE that you MUST PAY the amount asked. Thus,
it is always wise to ASK whether an "ESTIMATE" is meant
as a FIRM PRICE.
SALES PITCH
Much of what a SALESMAN tells you isn't BINDING.
Most SALES CONTRACTS stipulate ( and many state laws
agree) that the SELLER is NOT BOUN D by any oral
promise unless it is also incorporated in the written contract.
BUT FRAUDULENT MI SREPRESENTATI ON - specific
STATEMENTS that induce you to sign the contract - are
ANOTHER STORY. LET'S SAY you are TOLD that a
used car has been driven 20,000 MILES. LATER you prove
that the SPEEDOMETER had been TURNED BACK, an
illegal act in many states. The CONTRACT may then be
MODIFIE D or put ASIDE, but usually after more bother
for you THAN IT IS WORTH.
( Co urtesy of the Florida Credit Union League, Inc.,
Tallahassee, Florida )

FRINGE BENEFITS BIG
PART OF PAYROLL COSTS
Nearly 27 per cent of the average payroll now goes for
employee benefits, up from 24.7 per cent in 1965, according
to a survey by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce reported
in the Wall Street !nu rnal.
Vacations are the most expensive benefits, costing an
average of $271 a year per employee, followed by pensions,
$261, and insurance $209. But the fastest-growing fringe
benefit, according to the report, is Social Security. Em
ployer contributions now average $254 annually per em
ployee, up from $ 1 63 in 1965 and only $91 a decade ago.
Banks, finance and trust companies are most liberal with
benefits which account for nearly one-third of their payroll
costs ; textile and apparel concerns have the smallest fringe
benefit ratio, 20.6 per cent.
In all , the Chamber figures private employers pay out
about $79 billion annually in nonwage benefits.
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Orl a ndo Office Now in New Quarters

POEM FOR A "SONNY" DAY
Secretaries Linda Poselovic and Linda Kohrt of the
Daytona branch office have chosen the poem below which
they wrote to show their genuine respect and liking for
Daytona Beach Representative Edgar "Sonny" Winslow.

\

Our Orlando branch office building appears serene and quiet
at night, but during the day it's a beehive of activity. Says Man
ager Phil Stackpole, "It is a part of central Florida's rapidly
growing insurance hub, and one of several buildings in the Or
lando Area Executive Center, a development complex."
Located in The Tedder Building, Suite 1 25, 988 Woodcock
Road, the 2500 square feet of office space provides "unbelievably
efficient and modern quarters for the Blue Cross and B lue Shield
staff to keep pace with its increasing responsibilities," says Mr.
Stackpole.
One of the new timesavers is a new 756A switchboard manned
by operator-receptionist Mrs. Cheryl Sharr, with assistance by
Mr. Stackpole's secretary, Mrs. Charlotte Hudgins.
Nearby are l ocated three sales representatives, Bob Dennis, Joe
Boomer and Fritz Longley. In the complex are also Physician
Relations Rep Jim Minford and Hospital Relations Rep Bill Ford.
A Cost Reimbursement Department, headed by John Gillman and
secretary Mrs. Jan Simmons, consists of Senior Auditors George
Elston and Fred Blosch, and Junior Auditors Mike Shepard and
Ray Hoefler.
A new and important addition to the office is a snack and
lunch room area with attractive furniture, allowing employees to
enjoy coffee breaks and lunches within the confines of the build
ing instead of going to a restaurant.
In a swirling business area which continues to expand week by
week, Mr. Stackpole says the 16 Orlando employees can serve
the public better than ever before in their brand new facility.

Photos at left : Top-Mrs. Sharon Angrisani, group secretary
( foreground ) ; Mrs. lvena Snow, Physician and Hospital Relations
secretary ( left ) ; and Charlotte Hudgins; Middle-Reception area
with Cheryl Sharr in foreground, claims conference rooms in
back; Bottom-Phil Stackpole in his office.
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is for his "Sonny" disposition
is for his always open mind
is for his no-nonsense position
is for his nature, so refined
is for the yelling that we don't hear
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means his many winning ways
is for initiative, so clear
means that he's never in a daze
means he's sincere, without a doubt
is for his language never coarse
means on group calls he's always out
stands for Wonderful, of course.

P u t them tog ether, as the song goes,
and they spel l Sonny Winslow, B l ue Cross
and B l ue Shield Daytona Beach Repre 
senta tive.

TAYLOR COMPLETES
TRAINING PROGRAM

Robert Taylor (all 6'S-" of him) is a native of Ja
ville, married and the father of two children. He at
St. Emma Military Academy for four years, St. F
Junior College a year, and Jacksonville University foi
years, majoring in psychology. In his "spare time"
joys oil painting, tennis, fishing, playing the orga
reading.
Robert has served in the Army and has worked w
Juvenile Court and the school board.
Our newest representative will be located in the Jc
ville Sales Office.

NIGHT SUPERVISOR
PROMOTIONS ANNOUNCED
<\

jf

Phyllis is shown with the Mohawk tape 1 10 1 Dato Recorder o n the
first floor which records data o n a ta pe.
J a n ice, right, checks the data recording machines on the e.ighth
floor before the n ight shift comes on. Doto is recorded on these
machines by punching information into cords.

The promotion of Mrs. Phyllis Card and Mrs.
Cosentino to night shift supervisors has been ann•
by Odis Powell, Manager of Electronic Data Pro,
Operations.
Phyl lis joined our company in March, 1967. Sl
promoted to Section Leader in October, 1967 and he
position until her promotion to Supervisor on Fehn
In her new position, Phyllis will be in charge of the
care Part B night shift in Data Recording.
Janice was employed in October, 1967 as a Data RE
operator. She was transferred to Key Punch in Nov
1968. As Supervisor since February 18, Janice is in
of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield night shift of De
cording.
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Orl ando Office Now in New Quarters
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POEM FOR A "SONNY" DAY

Secretaries Linda Poselovic and Linda Kohrt of the
Daytona branch office have chosen the poem below which
they wrote to show their genuine respect and liking for
Daytona Beach Representative Edgar "Sonny" Winslow.
\'
\:·
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Our Orlando branch office building appears serene and quiet
at night, but during the day it's a beehive of activity. Says Man
ager Phil Stackpole, "It is a part of central Florida's rapidly
growing insurance hub, and one of several buildings in the Or
lando Area Executive Center, a development complex."
Located in The Tedder Building, Suite 125, 988 Woodcock
Road, the 2500 square feet of office space provides "unbelievably
efficient and modern quarters for the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
staff to keep pace with its increasing responsibilities," says Mr.
Stackpole.
One of the new timesavers is a new 756A switchboard manned
by operator-receptionist Mrs. Cheryl Sharr, with assistance by
Mr. Stackpole's secretary, Mrs. Charlotte Hudgins.
Nearby are located three sales representatives, Bob Dennis, Joe
Boomer and Fritz Longley. In the complex are also Physician
Relations Rep Jim Minford and Hospital Relations Rep Bill Ford.
A Cost Reimbursement Department, headed by John Gillman and
secretary Mrs. Jan Simmons, consists of Senior Auditors George
Elston and Fred Blosch, and Junior Auditors Mike Shepard and
Ray Hoefler.
A new and important addition to the office is a snack and
lunch room area with attractive furniture, allowing employees to
enjoy coffee breaks and lunches within the confines of the build
ing instead of going to a restaurant.
In a swirling business area which continues to expand week by
week, Mr. Stackpole says the 16 Orlando employees can serve
the public better than ever before in their brand new facility.

Photos at left : Top-Mrs. Sharon Angrisani, group secretary
( foreground l ; Mrs. l vena Snow, Physician and Hospital Relations
sec retary ( left ) ; and Charlotte Hudgins; Middle-Reception area
with Cheryl Sharr in foreground, c laims conference rooms in
bock; Bottom-Phil Stackpole in his office.
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means his many winning ways
is for initiative, so clear
means that he's never in a daze
means he's sincere, without a doubt
is for his language never coarse
means on group calls he's always out
stands for Wonclerful, of course.
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TAYLOR COMPLETES
TRAINING PROGRAM

for his "Sonny" disposition
for his always open mind
for his no-nonsense position
for his nature, so refined
for the yelling that we don't hear

Put them together, as the song goes,
and they spell Sonny Winslow, B l ue Cross
and B l ue Shield Daytona Beach Repre
senta tive.

Robert Taylor ( all 6'5n of him) is a native of Jackson
ville, married and the father of two children. He att;nded
St. Emma Military Academy for four years, St. Phillips
Junior College a year, and Jacksonville University for three
years, majoring in psychology. In his "spare time" he en
joys oil painting, tennis, fishing, playing the organ and
reading.
Robert has served in the Army and has worked with the
Juvenile Court and the school board.
Our newest representative will be located in the Jackson
ville Sales Office.

NIGHT SUPERVISOR
PROMOTIONS ANNOUNCED

Phyllis is shown with the Mohawk tape 1 10 1 Doto Recorder on the
first floor which records data o n a tape.
J a nice, right, checks the data recordi ng machines on the eighth
floor before the night shift comes on. Doto is recorded on these
machines by punching information into cords.

The promotion of Mrs. Phyllis Card and Mrs . Janice
Cosentino to night shift supervisors has been announced
by Odis Powell, Manager of Electronic Data Processing
Operations.
Phyllis joined our company in March, 1967. She was
promoted to Section Leader in October, 1967 and held that
position until her promotion to Supervisor on February 4.
In her new position, Phyllis will be in charge of the Medi
care Part B night shift in Data Recording.
Janice was employed in October, 1967 as a Data Recorder
operator. She vrns transferred to Key Punch in November,
1968. As Supervisor since February 18, Janice is in charge
of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield night shift of Data Re
cording.
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HOW & WHY ARE CREDIT UNION
DIVIDENDS DETERMI NED?
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COMPUTER OPERATIONS - Larry Fowler has a
baby girl to go with another daughter and son. Leslie Ray
was horn on March 2, weighing 4 lb., 12 oz. Larry and his
wife were given a silver spoon with the baby's birthday
engraved on it, a standard practice for this department.
EXECUTIVE - Alice Johns is the new secretary to Legal
Counsel John Slye. Alice came to the company as a DCT
student in 1967 and has worked for Mel Snead, Julian Mc
Kenzie, Bill Hubbard and Fred Buttner prior to her pro
motion . . . . Public Relations Manager Dave Mancini also
has a new secretary Diane Smilh, a native New Yorker.
With an Associate Arts degree from Monmouth College in
N. J., Diane has an advertising background with J. Walter
Thompson and Gilbert Advertising, both in New York City,
and most recently was employed by Cook Advertising in
Jacksonville.
PENSACOLA - Bert and Bobbie Bevis and A llen and
Carole Burleson attended the "Annual Boss of the Year"
banquet sponsored by the Insurance Women of Pensacola
on February 21. Mr. Bevis was announced as "The Boss
from Blue Cross" . . . Sammie Glass became Mrs. Eddie
Hughes on February 15 . . . Helen Clements became a
"granny" for the third time.
MERRITT ISLAND ( COCOA) - Neil Yoder really
seems to enjoy an early cup of coffee at the office each
morning since the arrival of his son, Todd. Could be baby
would rather have cl-ad's attention at 2 : 00 a.m. According
to Baby Todd's mother, his hobby is eating !
CORAL GABLES - Fourteen of the girls are looking
forward to attending a dinner and theater party at the Coco
nut Grove Playhouse on April 25 to see "Mame" . . . Jose
Shumaker and Doris Dyer visited Jacksonville the second
week of March.

NEW BRIDES

" The Theory of Credit Un ion Dividends :
Policy Number Five, adopted by the Credit Union National Association in May, 1953, reads as follows :
'We recommend to all credit unions that they pay
dividends in conformity with current rates· of inter
est on similar types of savings.'

r!:r j
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Na·ncy B remer, Medicare B Telephone WATS, was married on Feb
ruary 22 to Thomas Pierce, Jr.

J

WHAT'S COOKING AT
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD?

1 cup of good thoughts
1 cup of kind deeds
1 cup of consideration for others
2 cups of sacrifice
2 cups of well-beaten faults
3 cups of forgiveness
Mix thoroughly. Add tears of joy, sorrow and sympathy.
Flavor with love and kindly service. Fold in 4 cups of
prayer and faith. Blend well. Fold into daily l ife. Bake
well with the warmth of human kindness and serve with a
smile anytime. It will satisfy tlie hunger of starved souls.

Genevieve Campbell ( Coral Gables) writes that
someone in their office dropped "the pill" into their
Xerox machine and it stopped reproducing !
10

A dividend of 5½% was paid to all Blue Cross Em
ployees Credit Union savers during the month of January.
Mr. N . G. Johnson, president of this Credit Union, has sub
mitted the following information from the Credit Union
Directors Manual pertinent to the payment of dividends and
why the adherence to this particular policy.

Cindy Frazier, Medicare Part B Claims Examining, became the bride
of Moses Thompson, Jr. on February 22.

BOWLER BAR N ES TOPS
H I G H SE R I ES

Joanne Barnes, pictured in last month's PROFILE receiv
ing her 200 game pin with games of 205 and 219, bowled
another 200 + game on February 24, this time a 210 to go
along with games of 170 and 192. This gives her the league
high three-game series of 572, breaking her previous high
series of 541.
Joanne bowls in the Blue Cross & Blue Shield ladies
league on Monday night at Classic Lanes.

WHY THIS POLICY ?
1. A credit union is defined as a cooperative association
in both State and Federal laws.
2. The first principle of a cooperative association is that
it shall operate on a non-profit basis, for the purpose
of rendering a service to its members at cost.
3. The second principle of a cooperative association is
that it shall do business with its members at prices
which are reasonably competitive in the community .
4. The 'dividends' of a credit union are not considered
a division of profits, but merely interest paid on the
savings accounts of its members, and thus only a part
of its operating costs. There is no good reason why
a credit union should pay more interest on savings,
and thus incur higher operating costs, than other sav
ings institutions in the community today.
5. A ny excess income of a cooperative, after necessary
costs of operation have been met and reserves set
aside, is returned to the members who created it, in
proportion to their participation, in the form of a
patronage refund. In a credit union this is the inter
est refund. "

MAGAZINE SAYS
BLUE CROSS IS BEST BET
"Blue Cross is the safest bet" in health insurance today,
the February, 1969, issue of "Pageant" reports.
The article says "operated on a nonprofit basis, Blue
Cross . . . pays out 95 cents on each dollar collected. Fur
thermore, Blue Cross is a good buy because in most areas
it pays the actual cost of hospi talization."
The article says that because medical care is so "complex
and expensive . . . everyone musl regard health insurance
as an absolutely essential part of his life." It cites Blue
C ross rates and benefits in Fort Lauderdale, Baltimore,
Pittsburgh , Chicago, San Francisco and D enver and says
"Some Plans are cheaper, some are more comprehensive,
but all are better than the health policies a private insur
ance agent can sell you, even though his may look better."

� rn ��

REPAIR ES TIMATES

When you order a specific repair job, the wor
estimate of the cost is not a CONTRACT. Your T
tells you he can fix your set for about $45.00. W
RETURNS it, the charge is $95.00 - more labor an
parts than he ANTICIPATED. Unless you can PRO
bill itself was UNREASONABLE, or that he prom
call you before doing more work than expected, most
would RULE that you MUST PAY the amount asked.
it is always wise to ASK whether an "EST IMATE" is
as a FIRM PRICE.
SALES PITCH

Much of what a SALESMA N tells you isn't Bil\
Most SALES CONTRACTS stipulate ( and many sta
agree ) that the SELLER is NOT BOUN D by ai1
promise unless it is also incorporated in the written cc
BUT FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION - �
STATEMENTS that induce you to sign the contract
ANOTHER STORY. LET'S SAY you are TOLD
used car has been driven 20,000 MILES. LATER yot
that the SPEEDOM ETER had been TURNED BA<
i llegal act in many states. The CONTRACT may t
MOD IFIED or put ASIDE, but usually after more
for you THAN IT IS WORTH.
( Courtesy of the Florida Credit Union League, Inc.,
Tallahassee, Florida )

FRINGE BENEFITS BIG
PART OF PAYROLL CO

Nearly 27 per cent of the average payroll now g
employee benefits, up from 21,.7 per cent in 1965, ace
to a survey by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce n
in the Wall Street ]ournal.
Vacations are the most expensive henef its, cost
average of $271 a year per employee, fol lowed by pe
$261, and insurance $209. But the fastest-growing
benefit, according to the report, is Social Securit),
ployer contributions now average $254 annually p
ployee, up from $163 in 1965 and only $91 a decad,
Banks, finance and trust companies are most liber
benefits which account for nearly one-third of their
costs ; textile and apparel concerns have the smallest
benefit ratio, 20.6 per c ent.
In all, the Chamber figures private employers p
about $79 bill ion annually in nonwage benefits .
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;et acquainted" meeting for executives from the
of Pasadena Hospital, St. Petersburg, was held on
13 by the Cost Reimbursement Department.
ing in the Agency Building in Jacksonvi lle were,
the table left to right : Jim Hornsby, Manager of
�imbursement ; George Bryan, Administrator ; Don

ice companies paid out $3.3 billion in health insurance
:l uri n g the first half of 1 968, accordi n g to the Health lnsur
ti tule. Th i s si x-month figure was the most money ever
in benefi ts during a half-year period and represented a
rease over the $3 b i llion in benefits paid out d uring the
months of 1 967.
(Blu,e Cross Digest, February 14, 1969)
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Eugene White
Anne Pringle
Mae Hodges
Carole Utley
Jackie Coleman
Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida, Inc.

Henry Zittrower
Gayle Ogletree
Dave Hazlehurst
Pat McCall
Sandi Hill
Martha Zipperer
Tommie Curry

By the year 2000 computers will be assuming many of the doctor's
functions, says Walter C. Bornemeier, M. D., senior attending surgeon
at Illinois Mason i c Hospi tal and speaker of the House of Delegates
of The A merican lVIedical Association.
"Computers will be used for diagnostic purposes as well as col
lecting data," Dr. Bornemeier said. He also predicted that cancer
will be curable, probably from knowledge gained from the "rejec
t ion" process i n heart trans plan ts.
(Blue Cross Digest, Februa, ry 20, 1969)
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Let's see how good you are at puzzles. In the box below
are the names of all the PROFILE reporters, editor and
photographer. Also the words "Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida, Inc." are included, but in separate lines. Some
names are diagonal, written backwards or up and down
but every one is there.

Wallace, Controller ; Ronald Weinberg, Executive Vice Pres
ident ; and Jerry White, Special Assistant to Mr. Hornsby.
The three visitors met with our personnel to "get squared
away for the immediate future in order to establish com
munications between their institution and our company,"
explained Mr. Hornsby.

Accidents claimed an estimated 1 14,000 Jives d uring 1 968, an increase of 2,000 from the previous year, according to t he Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company. A rise in motor vehicle deaths accounted
for the increase, a!Lhough vehicle deaths did not increase as rapidly
as the volume of travel.
The n umber of job-related fatal i t ies was virtually the same as in
1967-14,500. Public fatal accidents, other than auto, claimed
20,000 lives, and accidents in the home claimed 28,500, about the
same as in 1967.
(Blue Cross Digest, February 11, 1969)

Left to rig h t : Larry Shepard, Bob Bowles, a n d Dou g N aylor.
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Trevi Fou nta i n i n Rome. Bob Bowles on right.

"The rain in Spain falls mainly on the plain," it says in
the musical production of "My Fair Lady." Indeed it does,
and especially in Rota, Spain, according to three employees
who were there for two weeks during a Mediterranean
cruise, courtesy of the Naval Air Reserve.
Doug Naylor and Larry Shepard ( Computer Operations ) ,
and Bob Bowles ( Physician Relations ) flew out of Jackson
ville on February 1 7, and after an overnight stop in the
Azores, continued on to Rota. This c ity is located on the
Atlantic side of Spain between Portugal and Gibraltar
where they spent most of their two weeks. However, on
leave Bob visited Rome, Naples, Sicily and Pompeii, and
Doug and Larry flew to Copenhagen.
Some of the sights visited by Bob were the Colosseum,
the Forum, the Seven Hills of Rome, St. Peter's and the
ancient city of Pompeii which was covered by the eruption
of Mt. Vesuvius in 79AD and has been undergoing exca
vation for the past 1 50 years.
Doug and Larry agree that "Copenhagen is quite cold,
but very clean, with snow everywhere." They added they
were surprised at the number of places in the city which
stayed open till 5 :00 a.m., the extreme friendliness of the
people and that most of them spoke ' English.
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At An n u a l Med ica l Assista n ts' Meeti ngs

BLUE SHIELD HELPS PHYSICIANS HELP SUBSCRIBERS

H. A. Schroder

J. W. Herbert

C. H. Meyer

Three Blue Cross and Blue Shield company executives have recently been in the Jacksonvil le news spotlight.
H. A. Schroder has been named a director of the Florida National Bank, downtown Jacksonvil le, and the bank branch at
Lake Shore. J. W . Herbert has been named a director of the Southside Atlantic Bank, and C. H. Meyer has been elect
ed to the board of directors of the First Bank and Trust Company of Jacksonvil le.

NEW FACES SEEN IN CLAIMS

CALL McCALL . . .

• • • is a familiar term in radio advertising around Jackson
ville, but in this particular case, this is a suggestion to third
floor employees to call Pat McCall. She's the new repre
sentative for this floor and any co-workers in her area should
contact Pat if they have any news items for PROFILE.
Pictured here, Pat is answering correspondence to Con
gressmen and the Bureau of Health Insurance in Atlanta.
However, Pat has recently been promoted to Section Leader,
Medicare B Correspondence Department under Gladys
Roney.
Bill Foley, left, and Jack Selzer examine a form used
during their orientation in the Claims Division. Bill was
employed in February following four years in the Navy
and four years at Wisconsin State University in Eau Claire.
Except for 10 months spent in Cuba, most of Bill's Navy
hitch was in Jacksonville. He holds a B.S. degree in Biology
from the University.
Jack spent his first day with the company on March 3
after serving three years in the Navy as a Lt. j .g. He made ·
three trips to Europe during that time and spent the balance
of his tour here in Jacksonville. He attended Notre Dame
Ur;i iversity for three years and graduated from Rockhurst
in Kansas City.
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A hand goes up at the question and answer session. Presiding is Julian McKenzie, Physician Relations Represe
(standing), assisted by Jim Doyle, Medicare B Production an d Quality Control Coordinator.

One of the most important contributions Physician Rela
tions Representatives make toward efficient claims service
for the subscriber is providing a program of information to
physicians and Lbeir medical assistants.
Throughout March the Physician Relations Department
was busy meeting with medical assistants throughout the
state. These meetin gs are held annually to provide the
physician's office staff with a thorough understanding of
what a subscriber is entitled to when lie is treated by a
physician. The sessions covered Medicare as well as Blue
Shield matters.
Some 1 ,200 medical assistants attended the 28 meetings

around the state, according to George Lewis, Man
the Physician Relations Department.
The Physician Rel ations Department works close
round, with physicians to provide them with an und,
ing of Blue Shield policies and to provide Blue Shii
an understanding of the physicians' policies. The Pl
Relations Department also assists medical assistar
claims matters.
All of these Blue Shield activities with the physici
their medical assislants provide the subscriber v
best possible service when he enters a doctor's oH
presents his Blue Shield Identification Card.
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ting the needs of tomorrow's subscriber must b e ac
shed through systematic planning today. With this
1d, 41 chief executives and corporate planners from
1e Cross and Blue Shield Plans across the country
ly met for two days in Jacksonville to exchange ideas
at they are doing in the field of planning.
Hughes, Manager of the Planning Department at
a Blue Cross and Blue Shield, said the meeting pro
the participants with a look at the planning processes
sharing of techniques Blue Cross and Blue Shield
are using for maping out programs and projects.
5hes said planning will enable Blue Cross and Blue
l to . . . "anticipate the needs of the people and meet

these needs at the time and place required."
Planning has a secondary advantage, Hughes said, in
that "through planning we can continue to provide fast,
efficient claims payments in the future and, hopefully, even
improve on their administration by anticipating the prob
lems growth will cause us."
The Planning Seminar heard detailed presentations on
what four Plans have implemented in the way of corporate
planning systems. These presentations served as a spring
board for discussions on the need Blue Cross and Blue
Shield have to plan together effectively as individual Plans
and as a system of Plans. They also explored ways to
achieve the necessary coordination of national planning.

lKING THE MOST OF MEETINGS

How many times have we endeavored to call or see some
one only to be told that they are not available because they
"are in a meeting."
There are all kinds of meetings, but a field sales manager
for a Wisconsin leather products firm has come up with his
own appropriate description of a meeting, published last
spring in the 3M magazine "More Effective Meetings."
According to this particular manager, a meeting is held
for "opening communication lines to determine where you
have been, where you are, where you are going, and how
you are going to get there."
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Blue Cross & Blue Shield have quite a system.
Automated claims processing. Nobody slows
up the process. Not the employee or employer.
All stages of claims handling are automatically
performed and controlled by computers.
All anyone ever needs is a membership card
to present when leaving the hospital. Blue Cross
& Blue Shield automation takes it from. there.
Members and their companies have no claim·
forms to fill out. No correspondence to write.
No phone calls to make. No waiting to be
reimbursed for bills paid. Automation saves
everyone time , work and money.

In Florida, over 6,000 companies have Blue
Cross & Blue Shield. Members go back to work
ready to tackle their jobs -not stacks of claim
forms. The logic is sound. If you pay for a
health care plan, you shouldn't do the
paperwork . Otherwise you're paying a hidden
cost.
Apply automation to your health care plan.
Prepaid Blue Cross for paying most hospital
services. And prepaid Blue Shield for paying
most doctor bills. Directly, economically
and automatically .
May we -and our computers - serve you?

CALL 791-6111 • 532 RIVERSIDE AVENUE-JACKSONVILLE

®

BLUE CROSS 4' ,, BLUE SHIELD

®

No other plan does so much for so many for so little.
®Registered service marks of the American Hospital Association

�·Reg istered service marks of the National Association of Blue Shield Plans

Th is ad, ba sed on the "Au tom a tion" theme, is the first o f a half dozen p roduced as p o rt of the " Decision - Ma ke r" a d
vertising c a m pa i g n which will appea r i n newspapers, an d n a t ional an d loca l magazines. Th is fi rst ad a ppea red i n Ma rc h ;
o t h e r "a u tomation" a d s w i l l run th rou g h Decem be r.
Color a dvertisements will appea r in TI ME, N EWSW E E K, F LO R I DA TRE N D, TH E M I AM I A N an d JAC KSO N V I LLE
MAGAZ I N E. B lock an d white, fou r-col u m n, 10 inch ads will a ppear i n newspa pers i n seve ra l F lorido c it·e s on the fina n 
cial pages.
All adve rtisemen ts o re bea med a t th e "dec ision - maker" of va rious com pa n ies, who makes the final dec ision as to
which i n s u ra n ce carrier will provide covera ge for his compa n y's em ployees.
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The Tragic Story of CANCER

T R U C T U R E D F O R F U T U R E E X PA N S I O N
Vice-President
Claims Division

The Traitor Within

In spite of all that is being done to combat cancer, this disease is becoming a
bigger problem every year. In 1900, the average person could expect to live to be
49 years old. TB was the leading cause of death. Heart disease was #3 and cancer
was #7.
Now that the average infant at birth can expect to live to the ripe old age of 70,
heart disease has moved up to the leading cause of death and cancer is second. It
has been second in Florida for 25 years.

Helen Pollock
Admin. Asst.

Audrey Pendley
Admin. Asst.

FLORIDA'S TUMOR CLINICS
Over 11,100 persons died of cancer in Florida in 1967. Many thousands of
patients were seen in Florida's tumor clinics-a system developed over the years
to provide cancer patients of the state with the best cancer diagnosis and treatment
available.
The 26 tumor clinics are located in 19 counties which have 83 per cent of Florida's
population. The hospitals in which the clinics are located have over 9900 beds or
about 37 per cent of the total bed capacity of Florida's hospitals. In 1967, there were
33,050 tumor patient visits to these clinics. These diagnostic and treatment facilities
are open to the patients of private physicians for consultation, as well as to the
medically indigent cancer patient.
When a private physician or county health officer is suspicious of a cancerous
condition in a patient, he can refer the patient to a tumor clinic for diagnosis and
treatment. The treatment received by the patient is related to the facilities of the
hospital. Some hospitals are not equipped to give some treatments, such as cobalt
therapy, and the patient is then referred to a larger clinic.
The State Board of Health provides consultative services to these clinics in ad
ministrative procedures, registry and any other non-medical problems which may
arise. Frequently the State Board of Health and the American Cancer Society work
side by side to support · the cancer programs in authorized clinics. The Board also
furnishes the tumor clinics with supplies for the registry and limited diagnostic
money to cover such costs as X-rays and laboratory work for patients. The State
Board of Health, through the County Health Departments, also provides about half
of the ancillary staff members, such as secretaries and clerks.
The medical profession of the community provides the diagnostic services and
treatment-many times without compensation. Sometimes the physicians receive
reimbursements when the patients are under Medicare or Public Assistance Recipient
Program.
The hospitals provide the facilities for the tumor clinics and absorb much of the
expenses above what they receive under the indigent programs or Medicare.

PREVENTION IS THE BEST CURE

Excerpts from "THE TRAGIC STOR Y OF CANCER" have been reprinted from
Florida Health Notes, Febru,ary, 1969, with permission from the Florida State
Board of Health, Jacksonville, Florida.
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Cancer creates family, economic, physical, social and
psychological difficulties which may drag on for years.
The emotional strain of cancer is exhausting.
But cancer need not prove fatal. It has proven increas
ingly curable - if it is found at the beginning. Public
health workers are encouraged that, as a result of wide
spread educational campaigns and emphasis on periodic
physical examinations, there appears to be a larger ratio
of five-year survivals. Since 1956 the ratio has been 1 in 3.
The number of survivals is yet far less than it could be
if more cancer were diagnosed early and properly treated.
There are now l ½ million Americans alive today who have
been cured of cancer ; that is, they are without evidence of
the disease at least 5 years after diagnosis and treatment.
According to the State Board of Health's February report
just released, malignant neoplasm ( cancer) caused 11,933
deaths in Florida last year. Don't be a statistic because
you waited too late.

J. D. Lewis
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A reorganizat ion of the Claims Division will
be effected in the near future with the transfer
on May 2 of Medicare B to a downtown Jack
sonville location, it was announced by Vice
President of Claims, J. D. Lewis.
Approximately a year ago, a much smatler
contingent of Medicare B moved from do,wntown
to our newly completed l 0-st'ory headquart·ers
building on Riverside Avenue. Since then, it has
grown by leaps and bounds.

I

Hospital
Claims
l

NEW AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY EVID·ENT
IN THE RESTRUCTURE:
1 . the HOSPITAL claims { Blue Cross) de
partments will remain on the 7th floor
under the direction of Mr. P. R. Meyers,
presently located on the 4th floor ove·r
Medicare A. { Part A also under the direc
tion of Mr. Meyers will remain on the
4th.)
2. the PHYSICIAN and othe·r non-hospital
claims ( Blue Shield) departments now on
the 7th floor will move to t·he· 5th floor
under Mary Lee Butler's supervision.
Extremely crowded conditions now existing on
the 2nd and 7th floors will be relieved by per
sonnel moves to the 3rd and 5th floors which
will be vacant when Medicare B moves.
Now under Medicare B Manager N. E. Op
linger, the physician claims portion of Medi
care has outgrown its 20,000 sq. ft. of floor
space and will occupy , six leased floors of the
Universal Marion Building downtown, giving
them triple working area. In addition to those
employees directly involved with Part B, some
Mail Room, Stock Room and Personnel em
ployees will be transferred also.
These new changes will take time to ac
complish and will require everyone's coopera
tion. However, looking ahead, Mr. Lewis ex
plains that today's planning, with an eye
directly on future expansion, will put Blue Cross
and B·lue Shield in a better position to cope with
ever increasing medical programs and insurance
benefits, additional job responsibilities and per
sonnel growth anticipat·ed in the not too distant
future.

I

P. R. Meyers

Part A
Assistant Mgr.
CLARA ROSE

In-Patient

---G
Admissions

Typing

FRESH AIR TAXI
PATROLS PARKING LOTS

Making his rounds of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
employees parking lots is Security Guard J. D. Bosler on
the left. Standing along side the "fresh air taxi," as Mr.
Bosler calls it, is Captain John Parker .
The "taxi" is in actuality a white golf cart purchased by
Laughren Security Guard for their guards' use in patrolling
the several employee parking lots on May Street and across
Riverside Avenue. Since there is only one guard who rou
tinely patrols all of our lots, which takes a great deal of
time, the new cart enables him to make his rounds much
faster and thus check on more cars more often. Nearly
750 cars are now using our lots.
This shot was taken in our newest parking lot on May
Street, bounded by Rosselle and Oak Streets, with the head
quarters building in the background.
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AMERICAN
CANCERD
SOCIETYU

of BLUE CROSS & BLUE SHIELD of FLORIDA
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Popular entertainer, Lena Horne,
takes time from her active show
business career to have a health
checkup regularly. She urges
men and women everywhere to
give to the American Cancer
Society and heed their 1969
Crusade slogan : Help yourself
with a checkup. And others with
a check.

Star of NBC's "Tonight" show,
J olmny Carson, urges everyone
to join the fight against cancer
with a generous check to the
American Cancer Society. "Every
little bit helps," says the top
rated late-night entertainer,
" b u t a b i g b i t helps more ! "

"When you give to the Ameri
can Cancer Society," says film
s t a r P a u l N e w m a n , "you a r e
making a n investment that pays
off in the saving of human lives."
The Society's annual educational
and fund-raising Crusade begins
April 1st.

\
®AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

.

